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Teaching grammar
“Grammatical support tools allow people who have difficulties 
with their grammar to make their computing and writing much 
easier. Good grammatical support can benefit even those 
without any learning disability or who do not think of themselves 
as having any significant grammar troubles.“

Quoted from a description of the inclusive design research center at OCAD University, Canada (cf. 
http://idrc.ocad.ca/index.php/workshops-aamp-trainings/masters-program/13-resources/technical-glossary/37-gram
matical-support-tools [last visit: 28th of June, 2013])



Inclusion in IN-COMPASS
• Everyone can benefit

• All user are successfull, engaged and not stigmatised

• Tool for visualization of grammatical constructions  

• Gives exact and adaptive feedback

=> Students can try out any construction they have in mind.                 
     IN-COMPASS gives informative feedback, fitted to the                    
     student's syntactic knowledge, to any action by the student.



What is COMPASS 
1. COMPASS is a acronym for COMbinatorial and  

Paraphrastic Assembly of Sentence Structure

2. Generation-based-system (scaffolded  writing)  

3. Response to any action by the student  

4. Exact feedback 

5. Intelligent adaptive learning system 

 



Performance Grammar
 A psycho-linguistically motivated grammar 

formalism
• Dominance Structure

Unordered rather flat lexicalized treelet

• Linear Ordering
Typological fields lincensing word 

order defined on any phrasal level 



Why Performance Grammar
1.  Learner can concentrate on expanding grammatical functions or 
       word order totally independently   

2.  By lexicalization, all grammatical realizations are attached to a    
       wordform 

3. Different realizations remain hidden in one and the same tree 
as long as possible by underspecifications

4. Unambiguously assembled lingustic structure during generation 
    (scaffolded writing by the student) allows exact feedback  

5. Partially wrong or yet missing word order does not interrupt the 

student's workflow  



What does IN-COMPASS 
provide

1. Linguistic terminology and colours can be adjusted

2. Works on tablets and smartphones

3. „Drag & Drop“ avoids typos

4. During typing a nearest match procedure selects only correct lexical 
    frames from the lexicon  

5. Undoing actions are possible any time

6. The system supports word order variation and intelligent         
    adaptive feedback

=> Students are free to explore linguistic constructions 

   in their own manner



Improvements in IN-COMPASS

• Provides read-aloud 
function 

• Hides detailed linguistic 
information until student 
asks for more linguistic 
details



Conclusion and future work
We have presented a personalized grammar teaching tool that supports 
self-paced and explorative learning.     

As for future work:

– We set up a layered feedback framework for different target groups. 

– We include game-based learning strategies, e.g. the system provides 
errors that the learner has to correct or the system provides one 
sentence with maximum number of word order variation to elicit new 
constructions on the the learners' side. 

– We conduct studies with different learner groups 
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